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“’~Abstract

This report describesa“studyof nuclearpower economicsin Russia. It ad-
drkssespolitical and institutionalbackgroundfactors whichconstrainRussia’s
energy choices in the short and intermediaterun. In the approach developed

here, political and institutionalfactors might dominateshort-term decisions,
but the comparativecosts of Russia’sfuel-cycleoptions-arelikelyto constrain
her long-term energy strategy. To this end, we have also formulated a set
of policy questions which should be addressedusing a quantitative decision
modeling which analyseseconomic costs for all major componentsof different
fuel cycle options, includingthe evolutionof uraniumprices. An international
cooperation of very modest scale is recommendedfor addressingthese issues
productively.

1 Introduction

Recent studies of fuel-cycle economical have shown that at present spent-

fuel reprocessing is unlikely to be an economically viable alternative to the use of

enriched natural uranium combined with dkct disposal of spent fuel. However, the

studies indicate that this conclusion could change provided that uranium supply is

sufficiently scarce as reflected in high uranium prices and/or shortages of fuel for
—

the existing base of nuclear reaciors. It is a goal of this study to establish sound

methods for evaluating if and when reprocessing in Russia can become competitive

as a commercial operation. Addressing this question requires the development of

an analytic framework for examination of a variety of institutional, economic, and

technical questions.

Figure 1 illustrates part of the cu-&tical framework employed in this study.

It characterizes our understanding

lNEA/OECD, 1994.

of the structural relationships between the key



factors determinhg the prospects of spent-fuel reprocessing in Russia. A few points
.

are worth discussing here.

1.

2.

3.

4.

The study centers on the analysis of energy demand and supply in Russia.

However, it recognizes the importance of lidcs with the global energy econ-

omy.. Specifically, uranium prices are driven by world uranium demand and

Russia’s option to export fossil fuels clearly tiects domestic fuel prices and

the competitive position of nuclear power.

Demand for energy, electric and non-electric, as weIl as the demand for fuel

exports is driven by domestic and international macroeconomic developments.

The most important factors are population growth, increases in GDP, changes

in energy efficiency, and the international fuel supply situation.

Ink-fuel Competition: The choice between nuclear, fossil, and hydro-electric ,

power plants is determined by the respective costs of the different technologies,

including generation, transp&tation, and fuel-extraction costs. The compet-

itive position of nuclear pow& is enhanced due to non-electric uses for fossil

fuels as well as opportunities to export them. These alternative uses cause

faster depletion of existing fuel reserves and drive up extraction costs.

Nuclear Powe~ The choice between using enriched natural uranium as reactor

fuel combined with avoiding near-term reprocessing of the spent fuel versus

using promptly reprocessed plutonium arid uranium is determined by the re

spective costs of the two options. Reprocessing can b~come economically more

attractive if the cost of natural uranium rises well above present levels or if,

2
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5.

in addition to the treatment of domestic spent fuel, the reprocessing facilities

can be used for foreign spent fuel or military purposes. Increases in uranium

prices may favor reprocessing in the long term, and imports of spent fuel may

do so in the shorter term, but military side-benefits of additional reprocessing

are definitely a thing of Russia’s Cold War past. Natural uranium supply and

costs are affected by opportunities to export as well as the release of surplus

uranium and plutonium horn Russia’s military sector.
,-

International macroeconomic developments affect the demand for fuel exports

from Russia and, thus, the competitiveness of nuclear power versus thermal

fossil-fired and hydro-electric plants.

In order to capture the above features of decision makkg about nuclear

energy in Russia, the present study follows a multi-layered approach. The goal is to

estabfish a detailed decision model which identifies the least-cost alternative among

different fuel-cycle options in Russia. More specifically, such a model should allow

comparison of spent-fuel reprocessing with the costs of long-term storage above

and/or underground. Important inputs for the decision model should be provided

by a global energy model which incorporates the impact of interfuel substitutiori and

global fueI markets on the development of Russia’s nuclear industry. We recognize

that decisions about the future-of nuclear

extent determined by a variety of poIitical

energy in Russia are to a significant

and institutional factors that interact

with other economic considerations. A detailed analysis of the current situation of

Russia’s nuclear industry as well as certain background factors is included in this

report and will be used to identify how these factors constrain Russia’s short and

3
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intermediate-term energy choices.

The study’s multi-layered approach is reflected in this report. Section 2

provides an update on the status quo in Russia’s nuclear industry. Section 3 analyzes

how certain institutional background factors influence policy decisions about nuclear

energy in Russia in the short and intermediate run. Jn section 4 an early version of

the decision model for Russia’s fmkycle options is presented, while section 5 gives a

summary of poIicy questions which should be addressed in the context of a regionally

disaggregated global energy model. This is followed by concluding remarks and an

agenda for future research.

2 Current .Statw of Russia’s Nuclear industry

2.1 Currently

CurrentIy Russia has

Operating Nuclear Power Plaids

29 nuclear power units2 at nine sites with a totaI capacity of

approximately 20,000 MW per year; In 1995, nuclear power plants produced 12.5%

of all electricity in Russi~ in the European parts of Russia the share was even

higher with 24.9%. Russia’s nuclear industry uses a variety of reactor types which

are briefly discussed in the foI.lowingparagraphs:

2SeeTable 1, Appendix 1, and Map 1.
31NSC Database.

...
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Table 1. Russia’s Currently Operating Nuclear Plants

Type/Model Number of Units MWe(net)
RBMK-1OOO 11 10,175
WER-440 6 3,314
WER-1OOO 7 6,650
BN-600 1 560

Source:InternationalNuclearSafetyCenter(INSC) Database.

2.1.1 WEIt Reactors

The VVER.’S are the Soviet counterpart of Western Pressurized Water Reactor

(PWR) designs. Like all nuclear units based on light water technology, the Soviet

VVER design uses water to cool the reactor and generate steam. Water also acts as
I

~
a moderator. It slows down the neutrons to increase the chances of fissioning and

enhances safety because a water loss slows the nuclear chain reaction- The earliest .

VVER versions were developed by the Soviets even before 1970. The most common

first-generation design, the WER-440, model V230, employs six primary coolant

loops, each of which is equipped with a horizontal steam generator. The modified
/

Model V213-version of the WER-440 was a byproduct of the first safety require-

ments drawn up by the Soviet designers. This model included added emergency core

cooling and auxiliary feedwater. systems as well as upgraded accident localization

systems. The larger VVER-1OOOdesign, developed after 1975, is a four-loop system

housed in a containment structure with a spray-type steam suppression system.
.

.
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2.1.2 R,BMK Reactors

RBMK is a Russian acronym meaning “Channelized Large Power Reactor.” It

achieved notoriety through the Chernobyl accident. This design employs two cooling

loops, cad- of which removes heat from one half of the reactor. Fuel cl~ters are

loaded i@o individual channels rather than into a single pressure vessel. -Saturated

steam is formed in the channels and fed to the turbines in a direct cycle. Each

loop contains two horizontal-type steam separators interconnected on the water and

steximsides. The neutron spectrum is thermalized by a massive graphite moderator

block. The plant can be refueled on-line and uses slightly enriched nuclear fuel.

There are no RBMK plants operating outside the former Soviet Union.

.

._

2.1.3 13N

The Soviets

Reactors

have developed two different types of fast-reactor layouts. The loop

-type, represented by the BN-350, ~and the pool type which is common to the BN-

600, BN-800 and 13N-1600designs.: In the loop configuration, the intermediate heat

exchangers and pumps of the primary circuit are located outside the reactor vessel.

In the pool type, virtually all equipment in the primary circuit is located inside a

single vessel. The BN-600 has three parallel heat-transport loops, each of which

is equipped with two intermediate heat exchangers and a main circulation pump.

Although the-13N-800’s power output is higher than that of a BN-600, most of the

reactor components are similar. The BN-800 reactor uses a traditional homogeneous

core with mixed uranium-plutonium fuel (M OX) while the 13N-600 uses uranium-

7
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oxide only.

2.2 Supply of Fuel

Following the br@-up of the Soviet Union in 1991, most fuel-cycle facilities were

taken over by the Russian government. However, some sectors of the nuclear fuel-

production complex were left outside Russia. For example, most of the dioxide

peIlets for fuel assemblies are made in Kazakhstan, and Ukraine supplies zirconium

for fuel rods4. Russia.has extensive uranium resources and one operating uranium

processing facility. There are four uranium enrichment plants and two major fuel

fabrication facilities, the Elektrostal complex near Moscow and a plant in Novosi-

birsk. Fuel for WER-440, RBMK, BN, and GBWR reactors is produced in Elek-

trostal, while WER-1OOO fuel is fabricated at Novosibirsk. The Ulbinskiy plant in

Kazakhstan produces fuel pellets for VVER-1000 and RBMK reactors, which are

sent to Novosibirsk and Elektrostal for insertion into the fueI assemblies.

2.3 Spent-fiel Storage and Disposal

,’

Since the beginning of her nuclear programs, Russia has given priority to the re-

processing option, partly for military reasons. Originally, reprocessing facilities

near Chelyabinsk, Krasnoyarsk and Tomsk5 were used to separate weapons-grade

plutonium. While the facilities at Krasnoyarsk and Tornsk continue to be used for -..

rdtary purposes, the RT- 1 plant in Chelyabinsk began reprocessing commercial re- .

4SeeAppendii 2.
‘See Map 2.
6Pearso; and IYadler, 1996.
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actor fuel in 1976. Currently, spent fuel from Russia’s WER-440 reactors and her

fast breeder is sent there. The recycled uranium is used to produce fuel for RBMK

reactors. Spent fuel from WER-1OOO plants is stored either at the plant sites or

transported to a facility near Krasnoyarsk, where a second commercial reprocessing .

plant, RT-2, is under construction. Work on the reprocessing facility has been de-

layed because of funding difficulties. At present it is only about 25% complete, and

thus, RT-2 may not be operational by its target date of 2005.

Spent fuel from Russia’s RBMK’s is not processed because it is considered

too expensive to do so. Reprocessing of the RBMK fuel is.unattractive due to the

low content of fissile plutonium in the fuel. Instead the fuel is stored at reactor pl&nt

sites. Construction of a centralized long-term dry storage facility for spent RBMK

fuel was planned, but has reportedly been postponed. As a result, on-site storage

at RBMK plants is being expanded. The French company SGN/Reseau Aursys

has been awarded a contract to build storage facilities at the Kursk and SmoIensk

plants. According to the Ministry of Atomic Energy (MlnAtom), Russia’s nuclear

plants have sufficient on-site storage for ten more years of operation. Similarly,

the Krasnoyarsk facility is projected to be full by 2010, even if VVER-1OOO plants

increase their on-site storage c,apacity for spent fue17. The ministry is said to be

considering the possibility of using deep underground caverns near Chelyabinsk as

a final repository for spent fuel.

In addition to spent fuel from its own VVER.-44O reactors, Russia has ac-

cepted spent fuel from VVER-440 reactors in Eastern Europ&for reprocessing. For

71NSC Database.
.
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a couple of years, the status of spent-fuel imports has been the subject of intense

debate between Russia’s government and her legislature. In May 1994, the Russian

government issued a decree concerning the environmental protection action plan for

1994-1995 which prohibited the import of radioactive waste. However, by defining

spent fuel as a raw material, Russia’s Ministry of Atomic Energy has continued to

accept spent fuel from other countries. In June 1994, the lower house of Russia’s

parliament, the Duma, approved a Draft Law on Handling Radioactive Wastes which

completely prohibited the import of nuclear waste. Fi&lly, in September 1995, the

Russian government issued a decree stating that ~ radioactive waste received by

Russia must be returned to its country of origin after no more than 20 years. Under

this decree, countries shipping spent fuel to Russia would, after 20 years, presumably

either have to take back the fuel if Russia were unable to reprocess it, or accept the

waste if Russia did reprocess the spent fuel. The Russian government also approved

new rules on reprocessing that would allow spent fuel from foreign reactors to be

stored at,Krasnoyarsk until RT-2 is-completed. Fees from such storage could be used

for the construction of RT-2. However, local opposition to the import of foreign fuel

reportedly led to a collapse of talks with Germany and Switzerland on the shipment

of spent fuel to Krasnoyarsk.

As far as the transportation of spent fuel is concerned, the WER-440,

WER-1000 and naval fuel are shipped & TK-6, TK-10, TK-13, or TK-18 casks.

The fuel can be transported by rail‘. When a rail shipment is inade, it consists

of 4-10 cars each carrying a cask, one car escort, and two cars with protection

8Pearson and Nader. 1996

10 ‘



forces.One problem with such transport is the relatively long distance (up to 3,000

miles) between reactor sites, the reprocessing facility at Chelyabinsk, and the WER-

1000 storage facility at Krasnoyarsk. No transportation problem arises for RBh!tK

fuel, since thk is stored on-site at the reactor.

2.4 Plans for New Nuclear Power Plants

In May 1994, the Ministry of Atomic Energy (Minatom) issued a draft strategy for.

nuclear energy through the year 2010. The following reactor types are phmned for

constructing:

1] A 1OOO-MWVVER with enhanced safety features (NP-1OOO). 2) A 1100-

MW VVER with enhanced safety features (NP-11OO). 3) A 640-MW WER with

enhanced safety features (NP-500). 4) A 640-MW VVER with passive safety features

(VPBER-600). 5) A 800-MW fast breeder reactor (BN-800). 6) A 800-MW channel-

type reactor with enhanced safety features (MKER-800). Sosnowy Bor (Leningrad)

has been chosen as the site for the first NP-500, Novovoronezh for the first NP-1OOO

and NP- 1100, and the Primorskaya and Kostroma sites for the first VPBERS. The

NP-500 is also planned for construction at the Kola site. Completion of the first

three units is envisioned by 2003, when the first two existing plants, both VVER-

440/V230s, are due for decommissioning.

As discussed in more detail below, the difficulty of securing financing for

capital-intensive projects in Russia suggests that it may be difficult to realize all

reactor construction plans on the schedule presently envisioned. “Moreover, nuclear..

‘INSC Database.
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ener~ faces stiff competition from fossil fuels in and around Russia,

adequate natural gas pipelines are eventually built to service needs

by nuclear electric plants. Figure 2 illustrates what would happen to

particularly if

presently met

nuclear power

capacity if the two factors combined would limit future power plant construction to

what is currently planned or under construction. It was assumed that completion

dates for plants planned and on order would be delayed by an amount of time

equal to the average difference between initially targeted and presently projected

completion dates for plants currently listed as “under construction.” 10 Moreover,

plants are assumed to be decommissioned after T years after entry into industrial

service, with

T =25+ 15[1 – exp( ~Gw./&4)]~* (1)

The results shown in Figure 2 should be viewed as posing 5 question rather

than providing an answer. The question is: at what point may economic recovery ,

in Russia and eventual depletion of fossil fuel resources bring to bear pressures

sufficiently strong to increase installed nuclear capacity above the levels for the

delayed-construct ion and eventual-phase-out scenario shown in Figure 2? This is

an important question which must eventually be’ answered in order to understand

the likely eventual fate of Russian plutonium stocks. We shall return briefly to the

question of how to approach closure on this question below, after first addressing

institutional issues and fuel cycle options.

10The data for this exercise was obtained from the Comrnissariat a 1’Energie Atomique. See
CEA.

llThis functional form allows for a 40 year life for large plants, and for the observation that
smaller plants tend to be decommissioned after a somewhat shorter oper+ting life than larger ones,
on economic grounds.

—
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3 The Role of Institutkmil Factcms

3.1 Introduction

Decision making about the future of nuclear power involves a variety of institutional

factors, which constrain choices decision makers can opt for in pursuing least-cost

solutions. In most nuclear countries a variety of poIitical, historical, cultural, eco-

nomic, and military background facto= have shaped their respective nuclear pro-

grams. Russia, a country in transition from a planned to a market economy and

from socialist one-party rule to a vibrant and frequently chaotic democracy, is cer-

tainly no exception. Contradictions between the old and new’system are unavoidable

and have caused friction in Russia’s economic and political life. Recent rapid infla-

tion and the deep recession Russia is currently experiencing have caused additional

disruptions. It is, therefore, the purpose of this section to explore how certain back-

ground factors, such as the organizational structure of Russia’s power industry and
I

the interests of her nuclear industry, constrain Russia’s energy choices and influence

I the prospects for nuclear power aqd plutonium reprocessing in the region12.

3.2 History of Russia’s Nuclear Program

I In 1920, Lenin himself stated that ‘Communism is Soviet power plus the electrifi-

cation of the entire countryn 13. Since the early days of the Soviet Union, electric

power lm.sbeen considered a key link and driving force for industrial expansion.

lzSimilar considerations have been raised in studies for other regions. For example, Skolnikoff,
Suzuki, and Oye emphasize the role political and cultural backgrour@ factors play in Japan’s
adherence to her plutonium programs. See Skolnikoff, Suzuki, and Oye, 1995.

13Cited after Ebel, 1994, p.65.

.-,

.,

.
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Table 2. Nuclear Power Generation in the Soviet Union 1970-1991
. (in billion kWh).

Year 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1991
Nuclear Power 3.5 20.2 72.9 ~167.4 212.6 208.0
Total power 740.9 1038.6 1293.9 1544.1 1721.7 1687.0

% Nuclear 0.47 1.94 5.63 10.84 12.35 12.33

Source:CIA. 1990,Table 13. Ebel. 1995, P.67,72.

After World War II the Soviet Union embraced the ;eemingly unlimited promise

of nuclear power and created one of the world’s most ambitious nuclear programs.

Nuclear activities were organized under the military-industrial complex with the

dual objectives of building nuclear weapons and providing large amounts of cheap

electricity. Reactors were mostly built in the densely populated Western parts of

the Soviet Union, especially Ukraine, Lithuania, and European Russia which are far

from the rich deposits of coal, oil, and natural gas that cam be found east of the ‘

Urals. Havirig launched a fi&t prototype plant as early as 1954, the Soviets began

large-scale construction of nuclear reactors in the early 1970’s. As shown in Table 2,

the share of nuclear power increased from only 0.5% in 1970 to almost 11% in 1985.
-.

The phenomenal growth of nuclear power generation came to a halt in 1986

with the explosion of-the Chernobyl-4 plant. With a whole nation suddenly losing

confidence in nuclearpower, the construction of additional nuclear plants was slowed,

suspended, or canceled. Instead of reaching the ambitious goal of 390 billion kWh

per year by 1990, -production grew only slightly from 167 billion kWh in 1985 to

212 billion kWh in 1990.

15
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Table 3. Nuclear Power Generation in the Russian Federation 1990-1995
.

(in billion kWh).

Year 1980 1985 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995
Nuclear Power 54.0 99.0 118.3 120.0 119.5 120.0 98.0 100.0
Total l?ower 805.0 703.0 1082.2 1068.2 1008.5 957.0 876.0 850.0
% Nuclear 6.71 14.08 10.93 11.23 11.85 12.54 11.19 11.76

Source: IEA/OECD. 1995, P.220. World Bank. 1993, p.506.

In 1991, when the Soviet Union was broken up, Russia’s share accounted for

more than 5570of total nuclear power capacity, Since then there has been stagnation

in the nuclear sector, as shown by Table 3. However, despite a marked decI.inein

GDP, industrial output? and overaIl electricity demand, nuclear power production

has been remarkably stable at least through 1993, while fossil-fired plants showed

a strong decline. Since 1993 however, nuclear power generation has been adversely

affected by the lack of operating funds.

3.3 Industrial Organization of Russia$s Nuclear Power In-
dustry

The nuclear sector was in a very special position because it has been effectively

slielded from the impacts of Perestroika, the turbulence following the break-up of

the Soviet ‘Union, and some of the market ieforms of the last years*4. In 1991 Russia ..

not only took over the nuclear power plants in her territory, but also an almost

complete collection of fuel-cycle facilities, all important research institutes, as well
.

141EA/OECD.1995,p.225-

. 16
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as the organizational structure and the personnel of the former Soviet Ministry for

Atomic Power and Industry (MAPI). The nuclear sector is, thtis, one of the most

socialist but also one of the least disrupted in Russia.

Since 1992 there have been cautious steps towards transforming the nuclear

power sector into a commercial operation. To operate Russia’s nuclear plants the

joint:stock company Rosenergoatom (REA) was created. Rosenergoatom is respon-

sible for operating all Russian nuclear power plants, with the sole exception of the

Leningrad (Sosnowy, Bor) plant. Its responsibilities include plant maintenance and

repair, technical support as weIl as operations and emergency planning15.

REA is stilI controlled by the Ministry of Atomic Energy (MinAtom)*6.

However,

REA sells the electricity .it produces to the Unified Electric Power System

of Russia (RAO-EES), a joint-stock company under the Ministry of Energy, which

operates the interregional network, organizes the wholesale electricity market, and

operates most large fossil fuel and hydro-electric plants. RAO-EES also has a con-

trolling share in 72 regional distribution companies (energos) which operate the

remaining, mostly smaller, power plants. RAO-EES is financed through a service

fee which is included in the price of electricity17.

This structure implies a strict separation of nuclear and non-nuclear power,

which causes problems for integrated resource planning. It makes it very difficult

to consider replacement of nuclear capacity by fossil-fired plants or vice versa. It

131NSCDatabase.
l%ee Figure3 for an organizationalchart of Russia’snuclearsector. The chart k taken from

IEA/OECD. 1995,p.226.
171EA/OECD- 1994b,p.199.
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also does not encourage REA or RAO-EES to thoroughly compare the costs and

benefits of the nuclear versus the non-nuclear option. h effect, it might cause them

to protect their own turf and hold on to their present market share or generating

capacity without regard to least-cost solutions.

An additional problem results from the peculiar situation that REA’s rev-

enues and investment funds are largely controlled by RAO-EES, which to a certain

extent is a major competitor. By withholding payments to the nuclear sector, RAO-

EES can fund its own fossil-fuel projects while stifling investment in new nuclear

reactors. Thk problem will be discussed later in connection with the general non-
.

payment crisis in Russia’s energy sector.

Gosatomnadzor (GAN), an agency directly under the President, is responsi-

ble for regulatory oversight of Russia’s civilian nuclear power plants~8. GAN licenses
.

all civiliamfacilities that use radioactive materials, develops rules and standards gov-

erning the safe use of these materials, including nuclear power plants. GAN is also

charged with approving the design:and construction of aI1nuclear plants.

3.4 Demand Projections. and Energy Strategy

There is great uncertainty about Russia’s future demand for electricity due to the

following factors:

1. Uncertainty about Russia’s macroeconomic development, especially about when

the bottom of the current recession will be reached and how smooth and fast

18TheMinistryof Defenseis responsiblefor all rditary nuclear facilities.
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a recovery wiIl foIlow.

2. Uncertainty about the future industrial structure of Russia’s economy, espe-

cially the future role of her heavy industry.

3. Uncertain y about the sequence and speed of economic reforms.

4. Uncertainty about future pricing policies. Ultimately, Russia’s energy prices

can be expected to reach world market levels.

5. Uncertainty about Russia’s potential to achieve ener~ efficiency improvem-

ents. The demand reduction potential has been -estimated as up to 390

biIlion kWh, or about 40% of current consumption*9. Efficiency improve-

ments certainly depend on the speed of energy price reform, the introduction

. of electricityy meters for all consumer groups, and the enforcement of payments

owed to the energy sector.

6. Uncertain y about Russia’s changing load structure. Russia now has a very

flat load pattern due to the large share of industrial demand for electricity.

With increasing residential demand this load pattern is expected to worsen

unless demand management methods can be successfully employed.

As a consequence, forecaits of future electricity demand have differed widely.

As Table 4 shows, the Russian government‘s-forecast for nuclear power generation in _ “

2010 exc~ds the IEA/World Bank scenario by over 1870,although the forecasts were .

made in the same year. While the IEA/World Bank predict~-d only a 14%. inc&se

lgIEA/OECD. 1995, p.209.
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Table 4. Projected Electricity Demand
(in billion kWh).

Year 1990 1994 1995 2000 2005 2010 ~~
actual 1082 876
IEA Scenario 95 850 950 1080 1200
IEA/World Bank 92-93 833 833 975 1235

~ Russian Govt. 92-93 1060 1169 1298 1461

Source IEA/OECD. 1995,p.206.

-.

over the 1990-level of nuclear power production by 2010, the Russian government

predicted a 35% increase.

Besides adding new capacity to meet increased energy demand, Russia has

a large number of old power plants which are due for retirement. Table 5 illustrates

the age structure of Russia’s power plants. From 1995-2000, it is estimated that

40 GW of capacity, mostly fossil-fired plants, will have reached their design age20

and by 2010, up to 5070of present nuclear capacity are due for retirement, i.e. 15

reactors with a total of 7,083 MW21.

Most of the replacement for non-nuclear plants will be in the form of

combined-cycle natural gas plants. However, Russia would eventually like to in-

crease the share of nuclear power in order to conserve more of the limited natural

.

.

gas resources for the lucrative export market. Natural gas is a very valuable export

commodity. In 1993 its export price exceeded the domestic wholesale price about”

201EA/OECD.1995,p.200.
211EA/OECD.1995,p.219,220.
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Table 5. Age Distribution of Russian Power Plants, 1992
(in GW).

Age All fuels Nuclear Hydro Fossil Percentage
All ages 194.4 21.2 39.5 133.7 100.0
Over 43 years 5.2 0.0 0.9 4.3 2.7
33-43 years 22.8 0.0 8.4 14.4 11.7
23-33 years 55.2 0.9 13.2 -41.1 28.4
13-23 years 62.3 8.4 10.0 43.9 32.0
less than 13 years 48.9 “11.9 ‘ 7.0 30.0 25.2
percentage 100.0 10.9 20.3 - 68.8 -

Sowce: IEA/OECD. 1994a,

nine times22. Since then, the real exchange rate of Russia, the ratio of the inter-

bank rate and the purchasing power parity,”has rapidly increased and narrowed the

difference=, but exporting natural gas still remains very attractive.

Based on the above demands for new and replaced capacity, Russia’s energy

strategy for the nuclear sector is divided into three phases24:

Until 2000: Renovation. The goals are to modernize existing nuclear reac-

tors, replace reactors which have reached their design life, and complete the devel-

opment of enhanced-safety reactors and fast-breeder reactors.

2000-2010: Nuclear tipacity is supposed to double with the completion

of 3 or 4 breeder reactors and the introduction of fourth-generation (enhanced-

safety) nuclear plants. The first-generation plants (RBMK, VVER-440) will finally
.

221EA/OECD, 1994b, p.~1.
‘PlanEcon. 1997, p.22.
24See Interagency Commission. 1995.
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be decommissioned25.

After 2010: The large-scale expansion of nuclear power generation is envi-

sioned. In addition to plant renovation and new construction, major investments are

necessary to prevent environmental damage from on-site storage of nuclear wastes,

correct unorthodox disposal techniques such is sea dumping and injection of liquid

radioactive wastes, and improve safety at the hxgh-risk first-generation nuclear re-

actors. Russia’s nuclear industry, therefore, has a sizable need for capitil to finance

their activities both in the intermediate and long run.

3.5 Competitiveness of Nuclear Power -

Initial estimates show that generation costs for nuclear power plants are simi-

lar to fossil-fired plants, in June 19?4 the average cost was repo~ed to -be 30-60

rubles/kWh for both options. Hydro-electric power w-= considerably cheaper at ,

7-11 rubles/kWh26, but its use is naturally restricted to certain areas. Because of

Russia’s vast size and its uneven di&ibution of resources and population, regional ‘

differences have a major impact on relative costs and the location of nuclear power

plants. All but, 600 MW (3%) of nuclear generating capacity is in the Northwest

(27%), Central (51%), and Middle Volga (19%) regions27. In the Northwest, nuclear

power accounts for 40% of generated electricity%, and in the Central and Middle

2s~EI.1995,P.?l.
2sIEA/0.ECD.1995,p.20& A conversionto US dollaris not verymeaningful,dueto the very

highRussianinflaticmrateand the rapidlychangingexchangerate.
27DOE/EIA.1995,P.88.
2sIEA/OECD.1995,p-212.

.
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Table 6. Comparison of Power Generation Costs for Fossil and Nuclear Plants
(in kop/kWh=O.01 rubles/kWh)

Year Fossil Fuel Plants Nuclear Power Plants Nuclear/Fossil
1988 1.24 1.04 0.84
1989 1.26 1.04 0.83
1990 1.31 1.11 0.85
1991 1.33 1.99 1.50

Source:RussianAcademyof Sciences.1992.CitedafterNEAsad IEA/OECD. 1993,P-126.

Volga regions for approximately 20%29. All three regions have in common that they

are densely populated and lie far from the rich deposits of natural gas and coal in

the Eastern parts of the country. Under these conditions nuclear energy is very com-

petitive with fossil-fired power generation. Future developments might favor nuclear

power when considering that prices for natural gas, which were kept artificially low

in the past, might soon reach the much higher world market levels.

On the other hand, nuclear power generation costs have sharply increased

due to higher nuclear safety standards as is shown in Table 6. Even stricter regu-

lations can be expected in the future, so that unit costs could double over the next

decade.

3.6 Shortage of ~ds -

The substantial investment needs discussed above are confronted by a nuclear in-

dustry which is in a deep financial crisis. The causes are manifold.
.

29Calcu1atedunderthe assumption that a region’s generated nuclear power is proportional to
its capacity.
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Investment financing for the nuclear sector used to be provided by the fed-

?.

.

.

.

eral government. Nuclear programs received preferential funding, better materi-

als, better-trained workers, and a stronger R&D base than other sectors of the ;

economyn. However, allocations from the federal budget have ceased and the nu-

clear industry is now responsible for raising its own funds, predominantly via de

preciation allowances and an investment fund that is collected as a 4% surcharge on

electricity prices.

Energy prices are set by regional energy commissions, which are dominated

by local governmental While they are supposed to follow procedures set by the

Federal Energy Commission, they have considerable discretion to take account of

local conditions31. As a result, electricity prices have varied widely, and there is

evidence that the regional energy commissions systematically underprice electricity.

For example, many regions do not collect contributions to the investment fund and

do not allow full cost recovery for electricity producers32.

There is a severe non-paytient crisis all over the fuel and energy sector. 50%

of non-payments are owed by stat&owned organizations. In this general climate

of soft-budget constraints and non-payment, RAO-EES, which buys all generated

nuclear power, essentially controls the investment funds for the nuclear sector. It

then has to choose between paying the nuclear sector and conserving funds for its

own fossil projects. As noted above, the nuclear industry thus finds itself in a

301EA/OECD.1995,p.217.
311EA/OECD.1995,p.199.
321EA/013C!D.1995,p.202.
‘IEA/OECD. 1995,p.204.
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situation where a competitor controls its investment fundsw.

There is a thorough lack of private and foreign investment. The intranspar-

ent financial situation of power plants makes private involvement in Russia’s power

industry an unduly risky undertakin~.

Russia owns the world’s largest inventory of enriched uranium, a stock able

to fuel Russia’s current base of reactors for 90 years without any further mining and

worth 10-20 billion US doIlars. However, Russia is currently prevented from fully -

utilizing this valuable asset, since Western countries have invoked anti-dumping

provisions to limit the impact of Russian uranium on world markets and protect

their own uranium supply industries=.

I
Effects of the financial crisis in Russia’s nuclear industry are widespread

and very visible. The completion of new plants under construction has been post-

poned, and remaining investment activity has shifted to the reconstruction of ex- +

37 The shortage of operating funds has resulted in shortages of spareisting plants .

parts, operating supplies, and even fuel. Wages have been paid irregularly and the

apparent decrease in workers’ discipline and :maintenance activities have not only

lead to lower load factors (since 1994) but also heightened concerns about the safety

I of Russia’s reactorsm. Moreover, the non-payment problem has spread to Russia’s

I fuel-cycle facilities and caused disruptions to the extent that a shortage of fuel pellets

I has occurred. Waste management has been aflected to the extent that the practice

‘IEA/OECD. 1995,p.224.
351EA/OECD.1995,p.203.
%EA/OECD. 1995,p.233.
371EA/OECD:1995,p.213.
‘%EA/OECD. 1995,p.218 and NEI. 1995,p.71.
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of on-site storage has been extended, while work on the new RT-2 reprocessing

facility has been interrupted. The present on-site storage facilities will be filled

within a couple of years, as will be the site near the new RT-2 plant. lhvironmental”

poIlution at the present storage sites is already extremely severe. Finally, without

suficient facilities for permanent or temporary storage, Russia might find itself in

a situation where it is forced into reprocessing to buy more time. While this expe-

dient exchanges the problem of establishing spent fuel storage for the construction

of storage for reprocessing wastes, it may still be adopted if financing arrangements

develop which preclude the former but allow the latter.

3.7 The Impact of Chernobyl

Besides the shortage of funds, Russia’s nuclear industry is fighting severe acceptance

problems for new nuclear power projects. The experience of the Chernobyl accident

has resulted in considerable local opposition to new nuclear projects and has caused

the ixmcellation and delay ~f a large number of projects. Among the population

there are serious concerns about the Russian government’s ability to guarantee the

safety of its reactors. Confidence in unlimited progress has been shattered and there
.

is little trust in the government as an efficient and able institution. Against this

background, it wotid seem that nuclear safety, although expensive, is the key to

the future for Russia’s nuclear industry. ‘But even with safer new reactor designs,

the expansion of nuclear power will have to be gradual in order to overcome local

opposition and regain the confidence of the populace.
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Employment and Social Issues

MinAtom was created in January 1992, it took over a stafFof more than a

.

million employees, nearly 270 of the country’s work forces. With the employees

it also took over the responsibiMy of providing employment and social services

for them. Much of Russia’s nuclear industry was located in closed and often secret

cities with Iittleif any alternative employment opportunities, so that closing existing

plants and fuel-cycle facilities carries the danger of provoking social unrest. Since

nuclear and non-nuclear activities are strictly separated, there is little prospect that

employment can be shifted from the nuclear to the non-nuclear power sector or

vice versa. Rather, it is likely that MinAtom and RAO-EES will try to protect or

expand their own market share. Expansion of nuclear capacity would seem the only

means to further guarantee employment while reducing staff in existing operations

to improve competitiveness.

3.9 Exports, R&J3, and National Pride

After the break-up of the Soviet Union, Russia managed to retain the expertise

and facilities of the high-powered research institutions whkh had driven the Soviet

Union’s nuclear programs for decades. Russia, thus, successfully claimed the position

I as one of the world leaders in nuclear technology. It has developed enhanced- safety

I nuclear plants that meet high safety standards and is leading in the development of
.

space and fast-breeder reactors. Hence, nuclear technology appears as the one area .

391EA/OECD. 1995,p.217.
401EA/OECD.1995,p.219.

.
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of high-tech where Russia may compete successfully in world markets, a position

she is unlikely to give it up easily.

Nuclear technology lm.s also emerged as a major export

sia. Currently she is cooperating with Armenia, Belarus, China,

market for Rus-

and Iran on the

construction and operation of nuclear power plants41. Additional collaborations

with countries in Eastern Europe, India, .Czech, and Kazakhstan involve either the

construction of fast- breeder reactors or plutonium reprocessing in Russia. By com-

mercializing reprocessing services, Russia could capitalize on the desire of other

countries to avoid -the issue of fhd disposal as long as possibie42. Nuclear tech-

nology in general, ‘and reprocessing and conceivably breeder reactors in particular,

therefore, appear to be promising export markets for Russia. This represents an

opportunity that Russia will not discard easily.

3.10 Prospects of Plutonium Reprocessing

The reprocessing of spent fuel ha# been an integral part of Russia’s and the Soviet

Union’s energy strategy since the introduction of nuclear power. As early as 1973

they operated the first fast-breeder reactor. The motivations for a closed fuel cycle

have been similar to other countries: increasing the size of available energy resources,

reducing the amount of plutonium and radioactive wastes, reducing traditional air

poIlution, and military spin-offs. However, in a time when uranium stockpiles are

abundant, when other countries reject reprocessing due to poor economics and con-

cerns about nuckar proliferation, when environmental effects. of on-site storage and

41NEI.1995,p.79.
421EA/OECD.1995,p.239and NEI. 1995.
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unconventional disposal techniques most likely outweigh effects of traditional air pol-

1

lution, and when the military’s interest is moving away from nuclear power, these

traditional rationales for reprocessing are no longer very convincing.

A look at certain background factors particular to Russia is again illuminat-

ing. As mentioned above, fast-breder technology, reprocessing services, and perhaps

mixed-oxide fuel (MOX) plants can eventually become lucrative export items, de

pending on nuclear power developments worldwide. In order to take advantage of

such export opportunities Russia has to maintain her R&D advantage and devel-

opment capacity in these areas. This puts particular emphasis on maintaining the

long-term reprocessing option, while neglecting short-term cost effectiveness.

Russia is already operating a commercial reprocessing plant, the RT-1 in
I

~
Chelyabinsk, which uses spent fuel from VVER-440 reactors and has an annual

capacity 2.6 tons plutonium. A second plant, the RT-2 in Krasnoyarsk, is under ,

construction. After completion it can use spent fuel from WER- 1000 reactors as
.

well as foreign nuclear power plants and will have an annual capacity of 20 tons

plutonium. Currently construction on the project is halted because of financiaI

difficulties43. If completed, the large capital investments sunk into the project would

I lock Russia into the long-term operation of the reprocessing plant in order to recover.

the invested funds.

Russia’s nuclear industry has been trying to negotiate agr&ments with other

countries to reprocess their nuclear waste at the RT-2 plant in Krasnoyarsk. Such

agreements would entail storing foreign spent fuel at the site of the to- be-constructed

431EA/OECD.1995,p.234and NEI. 1995,p.78.
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reprocessing plant. Russia would charge a reprocessing fee, use the recycled pluto-

nium and uranium, and send the radioactive waste back to the country of origin~.

These plans have become a bone of contention between the Russian government

which supports them and the legislature which opposes them45. Depending on the

outcome, reprocessing agreements with foreign countries could compel Russia to fi-

nally complete the reprocessing plant and to pursue a long-term reprocessing strat-

egy.

4 13ecisicmModel fm Nuclear-Fuel- Cycle Options

4.1 Introduction

The nuclear fuel cycle is a multi-stage process, covering activities r&ging from the

mining of uranium ore; over the conversion, fabrication, and enrichment of uranium;

to spent-fuel processing and the final disposal of nuclear wastes. F&me 4 illustrates

the different stages of this complex. process and draws attention to two options for

spent-fuel handhg: direct disposal and reprocessing. While the direct disposal pro-

cess can be subdivided into transportation, interim storage, encapsulation and final

disposal, the reprocessing option mainly consists of transportation, reprocessing,

and. the final disposal of high-level radioactive wastes.

The study described here employs the Ievelised-cost method in order to

evaluate the relative costs of the two fuel-cycle options based on a detailed cost

analysis for all components of the fuel cycle based on data for a reference French

*Reuter. September 5, 1995.
45Reuter. September 5, 199.5and Interfax. February 2, 1995.
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N4type -PWR reactor46. This preliminary analysis suggests thai reprocessing spent

fuel may not become economical until the end of the 21st century. Further research

envisioned for the next year of the project aims to examine the validity of this result

for less restrictive assumptions that better reflect cost conditions and institutional

factors in Russia.

4.2 The Levelised-Li.fetime-Cost Approach

.

In order to compare the costs of electricityProductionfor different fuel-cycle options,

the levelised-lifetime-cost approach is used in this study. Following this approach,

the costs of all fuel-cycle components are recorded over the lifetime of the reactor,

L; discounted back to a selected base date, to, and added together. These total

discounted costs are averaged over the total discounted electricity generation, E(t),

to yield the levelised cost, C, of the fuel cycle per unit of electricity output.

where T~tarti k the starting date of the i’th component, Tmdi is the completion date

of i’th component pr~cess, and r is the discount rate.

The levelised cost can be interpreted as the constant price of electricity,

which, if charged over the whole lifetime of the reactor, would allow the investor

to exactly break even, i.e. cover all costs and also show the required return on the

capital investment employed, which is represented by the specified discount rate,

46Mostof the data is obtained from NEA/OECD, 1994
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r. The present analysis is focused on the costs of provision and disposal of reactor

fuel. For simplicity it is assumed that the construction and operation of the reactor

are not significantly affected by the choice of fuel-cycle option, so that capital costs

for the reactor as well as

purposes of this analysis.

4.3 Components

The front-end of the two

operation and maintenance costs can be ignored for the

of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle

nuclear fuel-cycle options examined here, direct disposal

and reprocessing, is identical and equals the sum of uranium purchase, conversion,

enrichment, and fabrication costs. As far as the back-end is concerned, the direct

disposal option comprises transportation, interim storage, encapsulation and final

disposal, while the reprocessing option includes transportation, reprocessing, and

the disposal of vitrified high-level wastes. In the latter case, credits for recovered

fissile fuel

1. The

must be included in the assessment of overall costs.

cost of the uranium purchase F1 is determined by the natural uranium

price, P1, and the feed total mass of natural uranium, .Mf, and the loss function

~1 =(1+ Z2)(1 + A)(I + /4), where /2, 13 and L are the percentages of natural

uranium, partly imriched uranium, and fully enriched uranium lost during the

conversion, enrichment and fabrication processes, respectively.

,
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3.

Note, that the mass of natural uranium needed can be calculated from the

reactor loading mass, M&

(%- ‘f)M
~-f=(et-%) ‘ (4)

Here ~ is the fraction of 23U charged in the reactor, et is the fraction of’s U

in the tails and ef is the fraction of 235Uin the uranium feed.

The cost of conversion of yellow cake to uranium hexafluoride is

. Fz = Mj.f~P2(t)
.(

where F’2(t) is the price of conversion per unit mass.

.

(5)

The cost of enrichment service F3 is determined by the separative work, S,
.

= U from ef to eP and the price perrequired to improve the concentration of

unit of separative work, .P3.

The required amount of separative work units is given by

(6)

(7)

where the value function V=is

Vz = (2.0ez – l)hz(eZ/(l.O – e=)) (8)

where x is the subscript representing

component is f3= (1+ Q(1 + 4).

35.

f, p, or t. The loss function t3 of this
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4.

5.

&

7.

The cost of fabricating the enriched 235U to serve as directly reactor-usable

assembly fuel is

l?q = Mpf4P4(t)

where P4 is the fabrication price and the loss

f4 = (1 + 14).

(9)

function j~ in this stage is

The transportation cost of spent fuel from the reactor site to the reprocessing

or interim storage is given by

F~ = MpP~(t) (lo)

where ~5 is the transportation price.

Depending on whether the reprocessing option or direct disposal option is

chosen, the costs for processing spent fuel can be written as

For the reprocessing option, ~G includes the costs of the actual reprocessing

but also the short term interim storage of spent fuel, the vitrification of high

level waste (HLW), the conditioning of intermediate-level wastes (ILW) and

low-level wastes (LLW), as well as the disposal of ILW and LLW. For the direct

disposal option, PGrepresents the costs’of interim storage. .Again~all costs are

discounted to the time of delivery to the processing site and Ievelized over aIl ‘ .

units of spent fuel.

The costs for the final disposal of vitrified HLW in the reprocessing option and

for the encapsulation and disposal of spent fuel in the direct disposal option..
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(12)

.

.

where P7 is the levelised unit price.

8. Thereproc-sing option substitutes remvered urtiummd plutonium for en-

riched uranium. To account for this, a certain amount has to be credited

towards the total cost of the level.ized costs of the reprocessing option.

(a) The uranium credit is

Fs = MifJ’t(~) . (13)

where the 10SS

uranium, and

ered uranium

uranium from

function f8 k equal to (1 – 16), Md is the mass of discharged

Ps is the value of recovered uranium. The value of recov-

uranium (RU)47.

is defined as the difference in

natural uranium (NU) versus

costs of producing enriched

producing it from recovered .

,..

P~(t) = [~1(~) + pz(~))ku + ~3(~)($Aw – Sw) – (A~z + APSSRU + A~4)
> Mm

(14)

Here MNU is the mass of natural uranium required for 1 kg of enriched.

uranium, ~RU is the recovered uranium required for 1 kg of enriched

uranium, SNU is the separative work for 1 kg of enriched uranium from

natural uranium, S~u is the separative work for 1 kg. of enriched ura-

nium from recovered uranium, AP2 is the premium for conversion of 1

kg recovered uranium, AP3 is the premium per unit SW for enrichment

47NEA/OECD,1989
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of rec&ered uranium, and AP4 is the premium for the fabrication of “-

fuel from 1 kg of recovered uranium. The premiums represent additional

costs of the reprocessing option which are due to the existence of strong

‘2U and *U in the spent‘U and gamma emittersneutron absorbers

fuel.

(b) The plutonium credit is given by

where Pg is the value of recovered plutonium

(15)

and A4Ptif is the mass of

fissile plutonium in the spent fuel The plutonium value is defined as

the savings per unit recovered plutonium accruing from using recovered

plutonium “insteadof natural urarium.

P9(tJ =
(P,(t) + P2(t))(M~~ - iw~~) + s~F’,(t) + P4(t) – Pyqt)

MP.

(16)

Here M&u is the. mass (in kg) of uranium in 1 kg mixed oxide (MOX),

PqMOxis the price of fabrication of MOX fuel, and MPW is the mass (in

kg) of fissile plutonium ~quired far 1 kg of MOX fuel.

4.4 Cost Developments over Time

Many of the above cost components of the nuclear fuel cycle vary over time, de-

pending on supply and demand conditions, technological progress, changes in safety

regulations, etc. Although it is impossible to forecast exact future cost develop-

ments, some trends can be predicted, implying that reprocessing will become more
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economical over time.
.

●

●

4*5

●

Uranium prices have been depressed due to an oversupply in the uranium

market. However, with proceeding depletion of uranium reserves, extraction

costs will increase, causing prices to rise.

While the prices of conversion and fuel fabrication have proven relatively stable

over the past decade, the cost of separative work can be significantly reduced

if new technology, such as laser or improved centrifugal enrichment, is com-

mercialized in the future.

The costs of reprocessing can also be expected to decrease with growing ex-

perience and technological progress. Furthermore, the expansion of the mar-

ket for reprocessing services could allow plant operators to take advantage of

economies of scale. ,

Many uncertainties exist about the price for &al disposal of vitrified HLW in

the reprocessing option since currently no such facility is in operation. Sim-

ilarly, in the absence of permanent storage facilities there is no reliable cost..

data for permanent storage in the direct-disposal option.

I%egiOnal Cost Differences

In order to make the present results applicable to Russia, it is essential to pay at-
.

tention to regional differences in fuel-cycie costs,

characteristics, differences in technology or safety

which can be due to geographic

regulations, as well as labor” cost
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Table 7. Fuel Cycle Unit Prices

Component
Conversion
Enrichment
Fabrication

oReprocessing option:
spent fuel transport

reprocessing
MOX fuel

VHLW diSpOSZd
Direct disposal option:.

spent fuel transport & storage
encapsulation & disposal

,

. .

.

Reference unit price
$ $/kg U

$ llo/swu
$ 275/kg U

$ 50/kg U
$ 720/kg U
$ l:iOO/kg
$ 90/kg U

$ 230/kg U
$ 610/kg U

Sensitivity range

$6-$ 11/kg U
$80-$ 130/SWU
$200-$ 350/kg U

$20-$ 80/kg U
$540-$ 720/kg U
$800- $“1400/kg
$90 ~ $ 580/kg U

$60-$ 290/kg U
$140-$ 670/k~ U

Source:NEA/OECD. 1994.

or purchasing power disparities. The following table illustrates the degree of uncer-

tainty and regional cost differences. The given reference prices in the reprocessing .

option are based on cost data supplied by British Nuclear Fuels Ltd., which has taken

into consideration the latest reprocessing plants of THORP at Sellafield and UP3 at

Le Hague. The cited reference prices in the direct disposal option are supplied by
:

Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co .*. The sensitivity range shows

the extent of cost vmiations among different countries~unfortunately not including

Russia.

According to Table 7, the most significant cost differences exist in the fuel

fabrication and over the whole back-end of the fuel cycle. The size of operations
.,.

and the age of existing plants play important roles in accounting for diflerencei in

4s~EA/OECD. 1994.
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fabrication and reprocessing costs. An even larger un~rtainty exists with respect to

interim storage and final disposal costs. Estimated costs vary among the different

countries, due to differences of scale, storage concept, and length of storage period.
. .

4.6 An Example: Comp’mison
PWR

To illustrate the use of the above

costs of the direct disposaI and

French PJ4-type PWR reactor.

of Fuel Cyck Costs for a

‘stand-alone” model,

reprocessing options

the levelised nuclear fuel-cycle

are computed for a reference

The thermal output of the reactor is 4020 MW,

resulting in an electric output of 1390 MW. The averaged load factor is assumed to -

be 75% over a 30-year lifetime. The fuel burn-up at equilibrium is 42500 MWd/t.

The annual uranium load in the reactor is 28.0 t producing 26.4 t-spent fuel with

218.4 kg fissile plutonium. The fraction of ‘s/7 is 0.71170 in the natUral uranium

yeIlow cake, 3.6% in the reactor, and 0.81% in the spent fuelgg.

Due to the neutron absorption of ‘U, the fraction of ‘U charged to the

next reactor from the recovered uranium is 4.08Y0. To produce 1 kg MOX fuel,

0.044 kg fissile plutonium and 0.933 kg natural uranium are needed. The remaining

fuel-cycle assumptions are given in Table 8.

Unfortunately, sefisitivity ranges for some technical assumptions were not

available. Fuel-cycle costs are assumed to equal the reference data from Table 7 and

remain constant over time, with the exception of the price of natural uranium. Due

to continuing reserve depletion, uranium prices are expected to increase relative to

49A11relevantdata wasobtainedfrom NEA/OECD, 1994.’
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Table 8. FueI Cycle Cost Data

Rxm’1

Tails assay for enrichment
Loss fatter for:
- conversion
- fabrication
- reprocessing
Lead time (relative to fuel
loading date) for:
- uranium purchase
- conversion
-.enrichment
- fabrication
Lag time (relative to spent
fuel discharge date) foc
- spent fuel transport
reprocessing option
- reprocessing -
- VHLW -disposal
direct disposal option
- interim storage
- encapsulation & disposal

Fference
>.25 %

0.5 %
1.0 %
2.0 %

24 months
18 months
12 months
6 months

5 years

. 6 years
56 years

5 years
40 vears

Sensitivity range
0.20 % -0.30 %

42 months
34 months
22 months
12 months

Source:NEA/OECD. 1994.
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the costs of other components. More specifically, the price of uranium yellow cake

is as~umed to increase exponentially according to the following equation, which was

estimated based on a set of uranium price and consumption data provided by Chow

et al.w’.

p(t) = 11.24 exp(O.022(t – 1992)) + 9.7 (17)

Here t denotes the year for which the price is reported.

The calculation of fuel-cycle costs for the reference case, with a discount rate

of 5.070, commissioning year (reference year) 2000, and base year 1991, are shown

in Table 9. The costs of natural uranium, enrichment, and reprocessing clearly

dominate the total levelised PWR fuel-cycle cost. Among them, the purchase of

natural uranium accounts for the largest cost ratio, approximately 3070 of total

fuel-cycle costs.

Table 9. Levelised PWR Fuel Cycle Costs

I Corimonent Idirect dimosd (rnills/kWh) I rerxocessin~ (mills /kWh)

Conversion
Enrichment
Fabrication

Transport/Storage
Reprocessing

Disposal
U credit
Pu credit

Total

1.64
0.16
1.47
0.71 >
0.5

0.19 -

4.68

‘°Chow and Solomon, 1993.

1.64

0.16
1.47
0.71
0.09
1.26

0.013
0.043
0.002
5.31
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For the reference case, direct disposal appears as the preferable alternative.

In order to examine how this conclusion changes with respect to the chosen base

year, we project the levelised nuclear fuel-cycle cost for both options up to 2200.

The assumptions of the reference case remain unchanged over time, with the excep-

tion of the natural uranium price. The latter is assumed to increase sharply over

time, thus increasing the value of plutonium and uranium credits and improving

the competitiveness of the reprocessing option. As shown by Figure 5, direct dis-

posal is slightly cheaper than reprocessing until 2100 and becomes more expensive

afterwards.

5 Policy Questions and Quantitative Analysis

The purpose of employing a regionally disaggregate global energy model in studies

like the present one is to provide important input data for the decision model laid out ~

in the previous section. More specifically, a global energy model is needed to predict

the development of the nuclear industry, both in Russia and worldwide, as weII as

to make probabilistic forecasts for the depletion of uranium reserves and the time

path of natural uranium prices. This would allow us to replace the uranium price

in equation 2 with a uranium-price estimate grounded in a comprehensive model

of global energy markets. A global energy modeI would also contribute to a better

understanding of other cost components. By predicting worIdwide developments

I in the nuclear industry as well as fuel-cycle requirements, it would enable us to

take into account possible economies of scale in fuel fabrication, reprocessing, and

t

,

.

storage. It would also enable us to analyze the prospects of a global market for fuel-
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Levelised Fuel Cycle Cost Dfierence between Reprocessing
Option andDirect Disposal Option as a function of Time
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Figure 5: Cost advantage of direct disposal over reprocessing.
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cycle services, especially for reprocessing and storage, which could exploit regional

comparative cost advantages and economies of scale. An extensive description of

our work on a modeI particularly appropriate for such a study is given elsewhere 5*.

Here we content ourselves with describing policy-related questions it could fruitfully

be used to examine.

There is currently a serious mismatch between the plans for the future

development of Russia’s nuclear industry as promulgated by the Russian Federation

Ministry of Atomic Energy (MINATOM) anti the funds available for carrying out

these plans. Unless and until this changes, neither MINATOMS plans for completing

the RT-2 reprocessing facility nor its plans for constructing a new generation of

light water and liquid metal cooled cOmmerCid power reactors are likely to come to

fruition. ..

There are, however, a number of possible policy-related changes which might

be precipitated by Russia and/or other states and could alter the current situation.

We are interested in analyzing in greater depth “the following seven poficy scenarios

because we feel that various governments might wish to anticipate and react to them

in their energy and security policies toward Russia.

1. Russia allows radwaste from imported spent fuel be stored in Russia indefi-

nitely.

2. Russia alhws imported spent fuel to be stored in Russia without reprocessing.

3. Russia gives MINATOM the power to effectively collect-outstanding payments

51CliflordSingeret al, “NUCle~I’uel Cycle Policies in SouthAsia.”
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and/or set electricity prices.

4. Russia forces her fast spectrum reactors to compete commercially.

5. The public gradually develops gr~ter trust in irradiated fuel management

6. The Eurasian natural gas pipelke network is substantially extended.

7. Russia sufFersfrom severely restricted access to the global uranium market.

Items 14 on this list depend primarily on Russian government policy, while

items 5 and 6 require an interaction between the policies of Russia and other gov-

ernments. Item 7 is a concern the Russians explicitly expressabout a possible major

policy change by other governments, i.e. detrimenting Russian

those of an effective politically and/or econornkally motivated

cartel. We now briefly discuss each of these points.

interests in favor of

boycott or uranium

5.1 Funds for Expanding Reprocessing

The most immediate organizational barrier to expansion of fuel reprocessing capac-”

ity in Russia is the lack of a source of funds to complete the RT-2 reprocessing

facility. A prospective source of funds is fees from foreign sources of spent fuel.

However, current law requires re-export of high level reprocessing waste (radwaste)

within twenty years of spent fuel import, rather than indefinite storage of resulting

radwaste in Russia. The current situation is evidently not sufficiently attractive on

economic and institutional grounds ,for a large enough commitment of foreign source

material “to provide a’ funding base to proceed with RT-2 construction. Changing
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this restriction would allow for additional economies of scale on radwaste storage and

could make shipping spent fuel to Russia a more attractive option for some countries

whkh are grappIing with the institutional problem of planning a long term future

for their own radwaste. In order to better understand the economic incentives for

this kind of policy change, it would be useful to quantitatively analyze the material

flows which would be necessary to generate at least enough funding to recommence

and continue construction of Russian reprocessing facilities.

.

The other side of this coin is that it would currently be even cheaper to

import radwaste without reprocessing it. Thus, just because a decision is made to

allow essentially indefinite retention of imported radwaste, it does not necessarily

follow that a durable arrangement will be established to allow the resulting attrac-

1 tive revenue source to be dedicated to completion and operation of an associated

reprocessing facility. Especially in an era where the cost of capital is very high, such

a revenue source might well be diverted immediately or subsequently to other pur-

poses, either by direct design or by inadequate attention to the prompt construction

and operation of a facility which meets the safety and security standards impose

upon it. It would be useful to quantitatively examine the net revenue stream whk.h

could be made available by storing spent fuell of both domestic and foreign origin

for very extended period of time before reprocessing.

I

I 5.2 Reactor Construction
.

Under current conditions., MINATOM is supposed to finarice new reactors based.

on revenue streams from selling the power generated in nuclear reactors. However,
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it currently does not set electricity prices, nor does it generally interrupt power

supply nor otherwise uniformly force prompt payment for delivery of its product.

Even if institutional arrangements evolve to enforce payment by end consumers,

there vdl still remain the question of how consumer prices are set and how much of

the resulting revenues the regional distribution authorities are required to remit to

the nuclear power generation system. Detailed a.palysisof various reasonably likely

scenarios for changes of the institutional system which controls these revenue flows

is essential for fully understanding the possibilities for future evolution of nuclear

systems in Russia. It would be useful to quantitatively analyze how the development

of the Russian nuclear industry would be affected by establishing full payment for

power delivery, establishing a more even system of distributing revenues to suppliers,

or by relaxing regionally imposed consumer price controls.

The question of the distribution of reactor types built with a given revenue

stream is currently an issue more directly under MINATOM control. Russia has
.

over a decades experience with running a large commercial fast neutron spectrum

reactor at reportedly high availability. However, the accounting, operational safety,

and security measures that would be applied to future commercial fast reactors are

still not fully in place. An analysis of the possible details of these measures in

the context of the institutional level at which the commercial competition between

light water and liquid metal reactors will be evaluated is also needed for an ade-

quate understanding of the future reactor type mix in Russia. It would be useful

to quantitatively examine the consequences for reactor type dktribution resulting

from difierent economic institutions,i.e. central planning on this issue under current
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policy, centraI planning under more economically optimal policy, and competition

under a more decentralized decision

5.3 Public Acceptance

The evolution of attitudes towards

making system.

things nuclear in various sectors of the public

and in controlling institutions determines the policy choices concerning the above

questions. If one accepts the importance of attitudes inherited from an era when

the military role of plutonium was dominant, then an examination of possible fu-

ture evolutions of these attitudes within a post-Cold War framework is also needed.

Public and institutional concerns in this regarcl were originally generated via interna-

tional confrontation but will subsequently evolve through more or less international

cooperation, quite possibly over a very extended period of time. It would be useful

to analyze the impact changes in public and institutional attitudes have, primar-

ily by considering a range of different decisicms that impact the feasibility or the

costs of various choices about the Russian nuclear fuel cycle, inclnding standards for

long term handling of radwastes “and the costs for nuclear facility construction and

operation resulting from safety and security regulation.

5.4 Regional and Global Energy Markets

The extension of the Eurasian network of fluid fuel pipelines is a rapidIy evolving

enterprise which is heavily influenced by public policy 52. To the very considerable

degree that Russia is affected by the construction of this network, two competing

%inyak. 1995.
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influences on her nuclear industry can be identified. On one hand, increased op-

portunities for the export of Russian fossil fuels may accelerate the depletion of

its cheaper fuel resources, thus bringing forward the date at which nuclear power

becomes competitive with the progressively less attractive fossil fuel deposits that

remain. On the other hand, extension of modern natural gas pipelines in Russia and

elsewhere could provide stiffer competition for nuclear electricity generation, thereby

reducing uranium usage and the economic incentive for plutonium reprocessing. It
.

would be useful to quantitatively examine the impact of various degrees of increas-

ing accessibility of natural gas and its possible impact on the Russian nuclear power

system.

As noted above, Russia currently has such large stocks of enriched uranium

that it is even subject to temporary export restrictions on anti-dumping grounds.

Thus, it may at first seem odd to propose looking at the possible consequences of

Russia eventually losing free access to uranium imports. However, the following

qualitative chain of reasoning, clearly expressed by Russian contributors to a major

international meeting on Nuclear-Fuel Cycle and Reactor Strategies this year in Vi-

enna, explains why this is necessary The break-up of the Soviet Union left Russia

with limited uranium supplies. Guaranteeing energy resources will, thus, eventually

require construction of fast spectrum reactors. Plutonium made in nuclear reac-

tors will eventually be a valuable source ‘of fuel for fast reactors. Experience with

reprocessing and fast reactors will be necessary to prepare for this eventuality. (Sim-

ilar sentiments “werealso expressed in reviews of the Western European, Japanese,

and Indiari programs, with the possibility of the replacement of uranium-233 for
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plutonium in the India case.) As far as it goes, this point of view is quaEtatively

self-consistent; and it also appears to be deeply imbedded, both institutionally and

in the minds of many individuals who infiuen.ce the formation and implementation

of policy. Our experience suggests that trying to expand the qualitative framework

of this discussion is unlikely to be very successful for the readily foreseeable future.

We, thus, suggest to begin by better defining its quantitative background.

In particular, it would be useful to invite one or more Russian analysts

experienced in the analysis of nuclear fuel cycle economics to establish a modest col-

laborative effort. This effort would begin at the earliest possible date to start writing

as detailed as possible a quantitative description of calculations that have been done

so far concerning energy futures, with emphasis on their nuclear component. The

following questions should be addressed: What is our best present knowledge of

global and regional uranium resources as a function of extraction cost? What would

be the quantitative consequences of each country’s eventually being forced to rely on

a sole external uranium exporter, ~r even losing access to ,the global uranium market

altogether? How would the costs ~esulting from the continuous experience with re

processing and/or commercial-scale fast r~ctor technology compare with the costs

of archiving the current experience and restarting these technologies when depletion

of cheaper resources eventually drives up the cost of newly mined uranium?

The project “wasintended to continue work on the joint use of one or more

quantitative models of nuclear power economics. With the funding for this project as

originally established, such a model was to be developed over the course of two years

and then applied to Russian nuclear policy qu~estionsformulated in the interim. As

52
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the project goals were subsequently redefined and the project discontinued after one

year, we include for possible future reference a footnote to a report which describes

the detailed development of a suitable economic optimization model.53

While it is useful for analysts in the U.S. and other countries to have as

complete an understanding of Russian nuclear power and fuel cycles as possible,

it should be obvious that what are most critical are the perspectives developed by

Russians themselves. Despite the formidable intellectual capital which their coun-

try possesses, the sustained development and application of state-of-the-art software

and database packages needed for a comprehensive attack on the types of problems

discussed above is a daunting challenge under present conditions in many Russian

research institutions without the availabilityy of a well-functioning international col-

laboration. In-depth perspectives on the likelihood of the type of-scenario shown

above in Figure 2 and various alternatives to it are essential to a thorough under-

stardng of the likely future commercial uses of plutonium in Russia, and there-

fore to appropriate current approaches to managing fissile materials. Pursuit of

cost-effective means of developing such collaboration would, thus, be desirable, and

indeed it is arguably essential to develop a more broadly shared and constructive

point of view on nuclear power issues.

6 Cmclusicms

Although any conclusions about the prospects of spent-fuel reprocessing in Russia

are necessarily tentative given the modest scale of the present.research project, a few.

‘ClifYord Singeret al, “NuclearFuelCycle Po~cies in South Asia.”
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remarks can be made. Applying our levelized-cost decision model to a generic set of

PWR reference data suggests that direct disposal may be economically superior to

reprocessing until well into the next century, Ibutcould prove to be more expensive

thereafter. However, this result relies on a number of assumptions, especially about

the price of natural uranium, MOX-fuel fabrication, and reprocessing. Higher ura-

nium prices, caused by a rapid increase in worldwide nuclear capacity, or reduced

costs for reprocessing and MOX-fuel fabrication could make continuous maintenance

or at least earlier re-introduction of the reprocessing option more attractive.

Efforts to tailor an assessment of reprocessing to t-hespecific Russian situ-

ation require accomplishment of a number of tasks.

1. A fundamental task is to use

nately, cost data for Russia’s

Russia-specific data in the calculation. T.Jnfortu-

nuclear industry is not readily available, so that

an extensive literature and conversational search for additional information is

needed. Moreover, it is necessary to use cost information from other countries

to estimate the costs for components of Russia’s nucIear program based on

technical, geographical, and economic characteristics. In addition to the use

of MOX-fuel in a LWR, the model has tcl be expanded to cover the economics

of Russia’s fast breeder reactors as well.

2. The price of natural uranium plays a crucial role in determining the point

in time when reprocessing can become economically. competitive with direct
,,

disposal. In order to better predict the time path of world prices for natural
.

uranium a global energy model is being developed. The model is designed
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to incorporate interfuel competition in Russia’s energy markets as well as the

possibilityy for international trade in fuels and energy products. This work is

continuhg, as it is also needed for our coordinate studies of global influences

on South Asian nuclear policy. Based on this, we expect to obtain significantly

better predictions about the future development .of nuclear power, the depb

tion “of natural uranium reserves, and the future prices of natural uranium.

3. We recognize that Russia’s energy policy cannot be completely- understood as

the straightforward implementation of least-cost solutions. At least in the

short and intermediate-run, perhaps well into the next century, there are

a number of background factors which effectively constrain Russia’s energy

choices. Even if nuclear power proves to be cheaper than its fossil-fuel com-

petitors, a large-scale expansion of nuclear power cannot be expected before

2010. This is due to financial difficulties in the nuclear sector, the expected ,

retirement of 50% of current capacity, lead times in construction of 5-10 years,

and the need to gradually regiiin

th~ catastrophe in Chernobyl.

the people’s confidence in nuclear power after

On the other hand, even if nuclear power turns out to be more expensive

than fossil-ftiel plants, the addition of new plants may be slowed, but it is

urdikelythat a sudden drop in nuclear power generation would occur. Concerns

about employment in the nuclear sector, the inability .to shift employment

from the nuclear sector to the non-nuclear sector, and the prospects of nuclear

technology in the export market are going to bolster iriterest and support for

the nuclear industry, so that nuclear generating capacity is “unlikelyto decIine
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drastically for some time to come.

Finally, we cannot expect Russia to give up reprocessing easily, even if it

appears not to be competitive with long term interim storage of the direct

disposal of spent fuel. The fact that reprocessing is one of the few high-tech -

fields where Russia is among the world leaders, pre-existing investments in

reprocessing facilities, and the apparent export potential of reprocessing ser-

vices are likely to generate a commitment to spent-fuel recycling at least in

the intermediate run. The completion and commissioning of the RT-2 repro-

cessing plant at Krasnoyarsk would as a fait accompli further lock Russia into

her reprocessing policy. On the other hand, the beginning of final disposal for

spent fuel from Russia’s RBMK reactors, for which reprocessing is considered

not to be economically viable, could signify a new stage in. Russia’s nuclear

policy where more consideration is given to the direct disposal option.

The eflects of current institutional issulesare naturally most relevant in the

short and intermediate run. As time progresses, institutional problems are

likely to be resolved or at least subject to change. We thus envision the im-

pact of idiosyncratic institutional factors to become less predictable in the long

run, and treat nominal decisions in the distant future as determined by phys-

ically constrained least-cost considerations. As fti as nearer-term decisions

are concerned, we suggest implemeriting effects of additional institutional fac-

tors in the fol~owing two ways. First, we understand that the current status

~quo and institutional factors constrain energy choices. As a result, they put

bounds on certain policy variables, for example, the share of nuclear power or

,
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the growth rate of nuclear capacity. Second, we recognize that institutional

factors often pose a relative rather than an absolute barrier to poIicy decisions.

However, the impact of current background factors declines over time, so that

the size of the cost premiums has to decrease and eventually approach zero

for the distant future. For these reasons and those presented in the previous

section of this report, we suggest that continuing coop”mative efforts at quan-

titative analysis of Russian nuclear fuel cycle decisions could prove well worth

while.

.
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Appendix 1. Operating Nuclear Power Stations
4

Site Reactor Unit Type Model Capacity capacity Construction PlannedRetirementDate
(MWeNet) (MWeGross)

Balakovo 1 VVER B-320 950 1000 1980
2 VVBR B-320 950 1000 1981
3 VVER B-320 950 1000 1982
4 VVER B-320 950 1000 1984

Beloyarsk 3 FBR BN-600 560 600 1969 2010
Bilibino 1 GBVVR BN-600 11 12 1970 2004

2 GBVVR EGP-6 11 12 1970 2004
3 GBVVR EGP-6 11 12 1970 2005
4 GBVVR EGP-6 11 12 “ 1970 2006

Kalinin 1 VVER EGP-6 950 1000 1977
2 VVER V-338 950 1000 1982

Kola 1 VVER V-338 411 440 1970 2003
2 VVER ‘ V-230 411 440 1973 2004
3 VVER V-230 411 440 1977 2001
4 VVER v-213 411 440 1976 2002

Kursk ,1 LWGR V-213 925 1000 1972 2006
2 LWGR RBMK-1OOO 925 1000 1973
3 LWGR RBMK-1OOO 925 1000 1978
4’ LWGR RBMK-1OOO 925 1000 1981

Leningrad 1 LWGR RBMK-1OOO 925 1000 1970 2003
2 LWGR RBMK”1OOO 925 1000 1970 2005
3 LWGR RI3MK-1OOO 925 1000 1973 2009
4 LWGR RBMK-1OOO 925 1000 1975

Novovoromzh 3 VVER V-179 385 ‘ 417 1967 2001
‘:. , 4 VVER V-179 385 417 1967 2002

5 VVER V-187 950 1000 1974 2010
Smokmk 1 LWGR RBMK-1000 925 1000 4 1975

2 LWGR RBMK-1000 925 1000 1976
3 ~ LWGR RBMK-1OOO 925 1000 ‘ 1984

Totals 29

Source:IEA/OECD, 1995,p. 243.
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Type site Capacity Feed Product Status
UraniumMining &Ore Krasnokotnensk, 4000 tU/yr Uranium Om u308 Operating

Processing Priargunsk
Uranium Refining & Angarsk, Irkutsk 18,700to 22,000 tU/yr u308 ~G Operating

Conversion
UraniumRefining & Tomsk-7 NA ReprocessedUranium ~cj, ~4, Uranium Closed 1991

Conversion Metal
Uranium Enrichment Sverdlovsk-44, 300 kg/yr ~d W6+ (Gas Diffusion)

Verkhnly-Neyvinskly
(Kieferstadt)

Uranium Enrichment Sverdlovsk-45, (Electromagnetic
Sevemaia Tura Separation)

Uranium Enrichment Sinop, Sukhumi, , NA ~c up~ +

CmOrgia
Uranium Enrichment Tomsk-7 3 to 4,000,000 SWUlyr Reprocessed Uranium T.Jfj+ Operating

Uranium Enrichment Agwizheri,Georgia

Uranium Enrichment (Kirov),Electosila (Electromagnetic
Plant, Leningrad Separation)

U-rardumEnrichment Angarsk, Irkutsk 1 to 2,000,000 SWU/yr ~t3 W6 +(Gas Difihsion) Operating
(Centriti3ge)

Uranium Enrichment Glinozemnyl,Achinsk NA UF6 IJF$j+

Uranium Enrichment Krasnoyarsk-45 2 to 5,000,000SWUlyr UF13, ~4 UF6 +( Gas Centrifuge) Operating,
Krastioyarsk

Uranium Enrichment Sverdlovsk-44, 7 to 9,000,0000SV$U/yr ~c UF6+(GasCentrifuge) Operating
Urals Electrochemical

CombineEkateringburg
Reconversion Ust-Kamenogorsk, 1256tU/yr Nat, &Rep. ~d Operating

Kazakhstan
Reconversion Elektrostal,Russia 700 tU/yr ~ij U02+ (VVER-440) Operating

Fuel Pellet Fabrication Ust-Kamenogorsk, 26S0tlyr U02+ U02PelletsforVVER- Operating
(~R-1000) Ulbiniski,Kazakhstan 1000Fuel,Tantalum,

Scandium

,.
!! ,’

,
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Fuel Pellet Fabrication Ust-Kamenogorsk, U02+ UOZ+ Pelletsfor Operating
(RBMK) Ulbiniski,Kazakhstan RBMK,Tantalum,

Scandium
FuelPelletFabricatiott Ust-Kamenogorsk, 700tU/yr U02+ U02+ Pelletsfor

(WER-440)
‘Operating

Ulbiniski,Kazakhstan VVER-440,Tantalum,
Scandium

BerylliumMetal Zabaikalsky& Orel Ore BerylliumMetal Operating
Enterprises

BerylliumProducts UlbinskyMetallurgical BerylliumMetal Operating
Plant,Ust-Kamenogorsk

LithiumMetal NovosibirskChemical Operating
ConcentrationPlant

Heavywater Dneprodzerchinsk, Water DzO Operating
Ukraine

Heavywater ChirchikNitrogen- ““, Water D20
Combine,Chircitik

ZirconiumTubing Giazov,Udmirtia 6000km/yr(2000tiyr) ZirconiumOre WER FuelAssembly
Production ‘

Operating
Tubing

Fuel Assembly Atommash 700 tHM/yr UOZ+ Pellets BWR& VVER
Fabrication (VVER, Assemblies

BWR)
Fuel Assembly Elektrostal,Moscow 700 tfyr UOZ+ Pellets WER-440 Fuel Operating

Fabrication (WER-440) Region Assemblies
Fuel Assembly Chemical Concentrates 1000 tlyr U02 + Pellets VVER-1OOOFuel Operating ~

Fabrication (WER- ~lant, Novosibirsk, Assemblies I

‘1OOO) Siberia
Fuel Assembly Elektrostal,Moscow 570 tfyr UOZ+ Pellets RBMKFuel Assemblies Operating ~

Fabrication (RBMK) Region
Fuel Assembly Elektrostal,Moscow 20 t/yr U02+ Pellets BN-350& 600 Fuel

Fabrication (FBR) Region
Operating

Assemblies
Fuel Assembly Elektrostal,Moscow ‘ 15tlyr U02+ Pellets BN-350& 600 Fuel Operating

Fabrication (FBR Region Blanket Assemblies
Blanket) I

. . . . t .-. —.- . {
Fuel Assembly ‘ I MayakPaket Site, I 300 kg/yr (10-12FAs) I MOX I BN-600,BN 350 FBR I Operating



Fnhrimtinn fMf)X-FF3R) I Chelvahinsk-65 I I I Fuel I. ““. . . . . . . . . ,------ - -- .,, -.”-., -------- --
, ,

Fuel Assembly MayakPaket 2, 1000kg/yr (40 FAs) MOX (5 tPU/yr) BN-600& 800 MOX Operating
Fabrication (MOX-FBR) Chelyabinsk-65 Assemblies

Fuel Assembly MayakPaket 5, 60,000 kg/yr MOX BN-600& 800 MOX 50-60% Complete
Fabrication(MOX-FBR) Chelyabinsk-65 Assemblies

Fuel Assembly RIARjDimitrovgrad 1000kg/yr MOX BOR-60,BN-600 Operating
Fabrication (MOX-FBR) Assemblies 1

Fuel Assembly Krasnoyarsk,Siberia MOX VVER-1OOOMOX Planned
Fabrication(MOX- Assemblies

VVER)
Reprocessing InstallationB &V, SpentFuel UPU Solution, Shutdown

CheIyabinsk-40,Kystym PlutoniumMetal
Reprocessing RT-1, Chelyabinsk-65, 400 tHM/yr VVER-440,BN-350, U:PUSolution,RBMK Operating

MayakPlant 235, South BN-600 Fuel, Pu Metal
Urals Region I

Reprocessing Krasnoyarsk,Sibefia 3,000 tHM/yr VVER-1OOOSpentFuel U:PUSolution, Operating ,

PlutoniumMetal I
Reprocessing , RT-2a, Krasnoyarsk 1,500tHM/yr VVER-1OOOSpentFuel U:PUAq., Pu Metal, Construction

243t MOX/yr,2100 t
Fuel Peiiets

Reprocessing RT-2b,Krasnoyarsk 1,500tHM/yr VVER-1OOOSpentFuel U:PUSolution, Construction
PlutoniumMetal

Reprocessing Tomsk-7,“Sversk”, NA ProductionAssemblies U:PUSolution,. Operating
Siberia PlutoniumMetal

Plutonium Production Unit#l, Shutdown 1992
‘!. . Gemechemicheski

Combinat2, K-26, 1

Krasnoyarsk ,
Plutonium Production Unit#2, Shutdown 1992

Gemechemicheski
Combinat 1 & 2, K-26,

Krasnoyarsk
Plutonium Production Unit#3, Operating

Gemechemicheski

.
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Combinat1&2, K-26,
Krasnoyarsk

Plutonium Production Reactor1“Anotchka”, Shutdown
Chelyabinsk-40

Plutonium Production Reactor2, Chelyabinsk- Shutdown
40

Plutonium Production SiberianNPP 1,Tomsk Shutdown 1990
“Sversk”

Plutonium Production SiberianNPP 2, Tomsk Shutdown 1990
“Sversk”

Plutonium Production SiberianNPP 3, Tomsk Shutdown
“Sversk”

Plutonium Production SiberianNPP 4, Tomsk Operating
“Sversk”

Plutonium Production SiberianNPP 5, Tomsk’ Operating
“Sverak”

Plutonium Production LV,KurkatovUnits
1&2,Beloyarskiy,

Sverdlovsk
;pecial NuclearMaterial Zlatoust36 Shutdown

Handling
lpecialNuclear Material Amazas-16Site #1 ( Shutdown

Handling
;pecialNuclear Material Amazas-16,Site #2 Operating

Handling
;pecialNuclear Material Chelyabinsk-70 Operating

Handling
\pecialNuclear Material Sverlosk-45 I Shutdown

Handling
ipecialNuclear Material Penza-19 Shutdown

Handling /’
RadioactiveWaste Site-27,Krasnoyarsk 6,000 tHM

Storage (VVER-1OOO)
RadioactiveWaste Chelyabinsk-65,

.,
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RadioactiveWaste Leningrad,Kursk, - 2,000 tisite
Storage(RBMK) SmolenskNPP sites

HLWVitrification MayakSite, 500 cubic meters/yr Hi-Level Waste GlassBlocks Closed 1988
Chelyabinsli,South

Urals
HLWVitrification MayakPlant 235, 500 liters/hr Hi-Level Waste Phosphate Glass Operating

Chelyabinsk,South
Urals

H.LWDisposal(Liquid SiberianChemical 400 MCI Injected
Injection) Conibine,Tomsk-7

HLWDisposal(Liquid Mining and Chemical 500 MCI Injected
Injection) Combine,Krasnoyarsk-

26
HLWDisposaI(Liquid NI~ Dimitrovgrad

Injection)
HLW+LLWDisposal Zendya(SeveralSites 1000Containers

(SeaBed) Novoya offBast Coast)

Source: iEA/OEiCXl, 19%5, p. 246-247.
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